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PRICE: 1 NEGATIVE COVID TEST

Hope Hicks: 2nd Wave of Covid, 4th
Wave Feminist
WASHINGTON, DC.–

Hope Hicks, the White
House’s communications director, may seem like an unlikely
choice for the post-modern feminist hero. Ms. Hicks has always
been cast aside as a background
player in the mayhem of this
presidential administration. But
this week, she has clearly proven
to all young girls in America that
a woman CAN make a difference in the Republican party.
In the triumph of all triumphs,
Ms. Hicks has infected her
boss, President Donald Trump,
with the deadly coronavirus. In
a presidential adminstration
plagued with allegations of sexism and and sexual harassment,
Hope Hicks has climbed the
ranks to finally achieve a much
desired feminist goal; taking
down the president.
Some may say that Ms. Hicks
infecting the president was accidental, and could even put her
job in jeopardy. But many believe she has greater motivations
in mind. When the world most
needed President Trump gone,
Ms. Hicks boldly volunteered to
take on the task. With her deep
training in feminist history and
methodology (which she undertook during her job as the Fox
News Chief Communications

Ms. Hicks, the new radical Antifa leader, in all her glory.

Officer), Ms. Hicks knows how
to use tools of social justice to
feel empowered, and to create
the change that she wishes to
see in the world. What Greta
Thunberg is for climate action,
Hope Hicks is for the newest
feminist moment.
While many liberal women
have cheered at her decision to
infect the President with the
deadly coronavirus, Homeland
Security is now looking into her
newfound advocacy. They have
pinpointed the singular WGSS
class Hicks took in college
to fulfill her English requirement as the source of her leftist radicalization. All classes at
Southern Methodist University,
her alma mater, have been suspended and federal troops have
begun the process of burning
all works of Jane Austen in the
hopes of stopping future homegrown bra-burning terrorists

from taking over the streets
and the capitol.
From his hospital bed,
President Trump delivered
a message to the American
people calling for Law and
Order, and specifically called
out Ms. Hicks as a possible
new leader of Antifa. Yet his
efforts to quell the uprising
might be too little, too late,
as Hicks has already taken
out other key players of the
Trump administration. Worst
of all, Chris Christie has also
fallen prey to Hicks’ feminist
plot of spreading the coronavirus among dangerous men.
The likely cause of his infection is from pressing his lips
against Trump’s pursed anus
whilst still contagious.
When asked for comment,
Mr. Christie simply responded, “I’m just happy to finally
be included.”
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To Speed Up COVID
Testing, Rob Wild
Encourages Students
to Spit in Each Other’s
Mouths for Practice
p. somewhere
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Conquers Empty
Meeting Room
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Zoom Breakout Room
Participants Enter Tense
Standoff to See Who
Will Speak First
p. 33

Opinion: I Have the Right to Not Wear Pants
There seems to be a crisis
nowadays—a pandemic, if you
will—in which the individual’s
responsibility to society is called
into question. Whether or not
you take certain actions has
suddenly become indicative of
a person’s character, despite the
fact that these actions are in
truth quite ridiculous. I am here
to challenge one such action: I
have the right to not wear pants.
I have the right to not wear
pants because walking around
with my penis out does not
cause anyone harm. If you do
not want to see my penis, you
can either stand 6 feet away or
walk somewhere else. I do not
see anything come out of my
penis, and I do not touch anyone
directly with my penis, so there
is no possible way that having
my penis out can cause anyone
harm. I have the right to walk
around with my penis out. I have
the right to not wear pants.
I have the right to not wear
pants because pants restrict my
ability to breathe. Whenever I
wear pants, my crotch gets hot
and sweaty, and I do not like it.
Sometimes I try to breathe easier
by pulling my pants down under
my penis, but everyone says that
pants have to go over both the

testicles and the penis in order
to work. In my defense, that is
uncomfortable, so I will not do
it. Doctors might be able to operate for 10 hours straight while
wearing pants, but they are
professionals. I have the right to
be comfortable. I have the right
to not wear pants.
I have the right to not wear
pants because it covers the
part of my body that makes
me unique. Science says that
eyebrows are the most important factor in recognizing other
people. I know that people can
still see my eyebrows when I
wear pants, but my penis is an
integral part of my identity. If
people cannot see it, they will
be unable to recognize me. If
my penis is covered, how will everyone know that I am Jewish? I
have the right to not wear pants.
And if you are not already
convinced, I have the right to
not wear pants because this is
America. The First Amendment
guarantees me the right to free
speech, which affords me the
right to do anything. The Constitution has neither a mandate
to wear pants nor a clause about
complying with government
directives. I am a free citizen. I
have the right to not wear pants.
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How to Pick Up Girls on Zoom

WUNDERGROUND

Hey, freshman! Yeah bro, you right there.
Way you’re walking, looks like the only thing
you’ve been crushing this semester is tap
water. I get it I get it, things are dry these
days: no Big Daddy’s, no TKE basement, no
Chem PLTL. Most of the girls in your life
are trapped in Zoom tiles. But that doesn’t
mean you can’t still pull like a goddamn tow
truck. You just need some veteran game. And
women don’t all want the same thing, unless
that thing is a Harley Davidson, but we’re in
a pandemic so you need to take the varied
approach. Oh boy, here we go:

WUnderground is WashU’s
premier (only) satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously
as the round-earthers.
The news reported by this
paper is fictitious. Any
resemblance to persons
living, ailing or dead is
entirely intentional.
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Hannah Anderson
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Lila Puziss
Sub-lord

1. Location Location Location

Nicholas LaMorte
Sub-lord

Your dorm room says a lot about you. So
make sure you don’t look like a pussy. No
Tame Impala album posters, no polaroid
walls, and NO Chicago flags. You need something that tells everyone you’re an absolute
stud. Behind me rest a Julius Caesar bust, a
bloodied gladius, and a ham. It’s time to
level up.

UNDERLORDS

2. Strong and silent
If your video quality is good enough, emphasize the STRONG. I’m talking shirt off, pecs
oiled, neck thick. I mean THICK. If your
neck isn’t wider than your head, it’s time to
hit the gym. If your video is too grainy for
this display, it’s time to go STEALTH. Turn
your video off and leave your audio on. Don't
answer any questions, even if directly addressed; but make sure to keep your peers
aware of your presence with tastefully spaced
low grunts. Does wonders for your image.

SLAY
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LAYOUT TROLLS
Kirsten Holland
something funny and kind of
layout related

3. Sensitive
Strong and silent won’t work on everyone,
so you’ve gotta play the field. Pretend to
care. Pretend to be speaking in American
Sign Language to someone on the other side
of your screen. Once every class, drop “Racism, Pretty Bad, Right?” in the Zoom chat.
Use the Thumbs Up reaction whenever a girl
shares something traumatic. Dude trust me.

Abbey Rose
Carina Greenberg
Isabelle Roig
Jess King
Jonah Brody
Jonathan Cher
Josh Keller
Julia Birnbach
Kamy Chong
Lydia Nickels
Max Woods
Samson Seley
Will LeVan
Wyatt Pelton

Racism is Pretty
Bad, Right?

4. Share your true feelings

Sara Frankenthaler
another funny thing

If you would like to write,
edit, fund our money-laundering scheme, etc. email us at
wunderground@wustl.edu

This is a delicate art, because it can’t seem
intentional. So invite over one of your boys
who’s on the same chase, and “accidentally”
unmute yourself. Then it’s time. It’s a bit
tricky, because Zoom doesn’t reveal much
on girls that you can verbally objectify. Stick
to the basics: “Yo, her name sounds Italian, I bet she’s hot as fuck”; “Dude she has
a salt crystal the head must be immaculate”;
“Damn I dropped my pencil but I can’t pick it
up without sucking my own dick, I’m not gay
though so I guess I just won’t take any notes
for the rest of class.” These statements let
chicks know you’re interested, and that on
its own is a giant turn-on.

ISSN # 1938-0089
If you’re still having a hard time even with these
tricks, well, that’s on you. That’s all I’ll say.
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WHY IS NOBODY TALKING
ABOUT THIS?!?!?!

OPINIONS
Point: ROTC encourages
a toxic hierarchy and
blind faith to nationalism

Why are we not hearing anything about the California wildfires? I can’t believe
no one is talking about this. I’m honestly appalled that WashU students haven’t
made a concerted effort to get Big Fire’s attention. I wish you guys would give California the same energy that you’ve been giving to save your precious fraternities and
sororities.

Counterpoint: What the fuck
To take a stand against Big Fire,
we will be meeting Monday, October

WashU MEN
with ample
Eagle Scout
Training - 20%

12 by the DUC firepit at dusk. We will
take advantage of the fact that 20% of
WashU men are Eagle Scouts by asking
them to build us a fire, where we will
then voice our grievances. Big Fire will

WashU Boys - 80%

hear us. (If it’s raining that day, that
means they’re afraid of us. They can’t
hide forever.)

If you can’t make it to our protest against the fires,

All that being said,

I’ve created a petition that’s linked below. It liter-

if you just scroll past

ally takes 5 seconds to sign and spread the word.The

this and go about your

mainstream media won’t tell you this, but productive

life, you’re part of the

change really only takes a petition and some Insta-

problem. Educate your-

gram stories. If no one shows up, I’ll just keep losing

self, and please help me

my faith in good old-fashioned American democracy.

spread awareness about
bringing down Big Fire.

#STOPFIRE2020

See you Monday, ready
to FIGHT!
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did you just fucking say about me, you
little bitch? I'll have you know I graduated top of my class in the Navy Seals,
and I've been involved in numerous secret
raids on Al-Quaeda, and I have over 300
confirmed kills. I am trained in gorilla
warfare and I'm the top sniper in the entire
US armed forces. You are nothing to me
but just another target. I will wipe you the
fuck out with precision the likes of which
has never been seen before on this Earth,
mark my fucking words. You think you can
get away with saying that shit to me over
the Internet? Think again, fucker. As we
speak I am contacting my secret network
of spies across the USA and your IP is being
traced right now so you better prepare for
the storm, maggot. The storm that wipes
out the pathetic little thing you call your
life. You're fucking dead, kid. I can be
anywhere, anytime, and I can kill you in
over seven hundred ways, and that's just
with my bare hands. Not only am I extensively trained in unarmed combat, but I have
access to the entire arsenal of the United
States Marine Corps and I will use it to its
full extent to wipe your miserable ass off
the face of the continent, you little shit. If
only you could have known what unholy
retribution your little "clever" comment
was about to bring down upon you, maybe
you would have held your fucking tongue.
But you couldn't, you didn't, and now
you're paying the price, you goddamn idiot.
I will shit fury all over you and you will
drown in it. You're fucking dead, kiddo.

Dating Apps, Corona-times: Two
Conversations with Two “Kings”
“C’mon!” groans Earl Garthwell, a
five foot six sophomore chemistry major at WashU. “What am I supposed to
do?” he asks, slamming his phone on a
DUC table, “take them all sitting down?!”
With its social distancing requirements,
the coronavirus pandemic has derailed
the sexual and romantic lives of WashU’s
student body, forcing many to seek intimacy through dating apps like Tinder or
Bumble.
Some of WashU’s “kings,” like Earl,
reminisce of the days where they could
just inexplicably appear behind someone
at Big Daddy’s and thrust their groin into
them without permission and without
being held accountable—since we live in
a casual patriarchy--for a clear violation
of one’s right not to be molested.
“It’s just tough,” Earl tells me as we
pass the chapel, “I want a girlfriend. I
want to be in love, and I’m also really

horny and sick of beating off,” I nod with
partial sympathy, “it’s been too long since
I’ve even touched a girl, dude, and the illusion just isn’t there anymore.”
Earl projects well, which is good for
journalism, bad for two folks in public talking about sexual dissatisfaction
and pornography. Students turned their
masked faces towards us in alarm.
“I know I’m not fucking when my
phone is in my hand and my dick is in the
other. I know what’s on the screen isn’t
mine. (It isn’t that size). I don’t deserve
this.” This last sentence is philosophically
up for grabs, but I’m a poor ethicist and
won’t pursue it here.
Earl, while surely aggressive, isn’t
alone in his troubles. I caught up with
junior writing major and art history minor
Joel Entity, who I observed had taken up
longboarding over the break as he ripped
down the Forsyth sidewalk. “Yeah, I mean

Tinder’s definitely not the same,” he
said to me, “I was talking to this one
chick the other day, goes to SLU,”
I nodded with partial empathy, “I
mean she was cute but I don’t think
I could talk to her in real life, if I did
I would end having to say shit like,
‘yo, that’s so woke,’” he imitated,
“‘yo, that’s so problematic,
yo, I love Travis…’” he
sighed for our generation, “like c’mon, what are we doing?!”
“Only what we can,” I responded,
“we are helpless and guilty.”
“Fuck into forgetfulness, fuck
into tomorrow,” he muttered absent-mindedly, with virile poeticism.
I was then going to inform him
of how I found this utterance rather
problematic, but deferred to the satisfaction of exposing him in print.
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Advice From Mary Rose
Good day readers! Our first question today comes from Connie Lingus, hailing from Long Island, NY. She asks:
“Dear Mary Rose,

TOP 10...
Halloween Costumes
to wear to Zoom
Class

		
I have developed feelings for the shape-shifting demon that lives
under my bed. What should I do?
Sincerely,
		Connie”
Hi Connie. Thank you for your question and being so open! Shape-shifting
demons are certainly a pain to deal with, but like my great aunt Ingrid would
say, “everything can be fixed with love.” My advice to you is simple: go to
your local butcher and order a live goat. Once in your room, simply draw a
pentagram with epsom salt and slit the throat of the goat over the pentagram!
Don’t forget to let the blood dribble down! Here’s the tricky part; you need to
recite the following spell:

10.

Slutty Amy Coney Barrett

9.

Conversely, Schoolgirl Cardi B

8.

A smile :-)

Once you’ve repeated this phrase, you’ll have some much needed clarity! The
demon will come out from under your bed and into your heart. Good luck!
- Mary Rose

7.

A stormtrooper with his helmet off

Our second question comes from Dallas resident Ivana Tinkle. She asks:

6.

The fly from the VP debate

5.

A Snow White costume but
only from the shoulders up

4.

Sexy ICU bed

3.

Among Us crewmate

***

“Dear Mary Rose,
		
My grandkids have been running around the house yelling the
phrase “WAP.” I have never heard this phrase before. What does it mean? Are
they doing drugs?
Many thanks,
Ivana T.
Hi Ivana. Thank you for your question! With the rise of the internet
came the creation of new and unfamiliar acronyms. Us older folk need to
stay in the loop so we can compete with these millennials! From my research
WAP seems to stand for Wireless Access Point. I am not sure why your grandkids are yelling about the internet, but it is hard to understand kids these
days! A wireless access point is a device that creates a wireless local area
network for your house. It looks like you have some little engineers running
around the house! As for your drug concerns: do not fret! A little drug here
and there never hurt anyone! Thank you for “connecting” with me!

2.

The ghost of Herman Cain

1.

Wet Ass Problemset

- Mary Rose

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Can Greek Life Actually be Reformed? What do you think?

FORMER PRESIDENT OF SAE

DAVID FOSTER WALLACE

THE DEVIL’S ADVOCATE

GEORGE WASHINGTON

Insecure

Closeted Communist

Argumentative

Founder of Delta Chi inc.

"As David Foster Wallace said, fraternities aren’t the issue. College is. SAE
gave me friends. And friends are
good. I think the amount of good
done by the friendships fostered
by SAE outweighs the negatives."

"Ummm, I literally
never said that?"

"This shit slaps."

"My slave overseers had
very effective diversity
and inclusion training!"

